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These PF ow splitting devies are subjet of a number of problems. First of all an unevendistribution of PF over the burners of a large utility boiler leads to operational and maintananeproblems, inreased level of unburned arbon and higher rates of NOx emissions. Otherwise thebended pipework leading from the oal mills to the ow splitters and further to the burnersresults in an unequal onentration distribution over the ross setion of the pipes (partileroping). This auses maldistribution of fuel between burners in the ow splitter and furtherleads to plant maintanane problems due to an uneven wear of PF pipework as well as the owsplitters themselfes.The present paper deals with an experimental investigation and the development of a om-putational model for the predition of partile erosion aused by the PF ow through the tri-furator and bifurator ow splitting devies. Beause the behaviour of PF ow is onsiderablyinuened by the partial{wall ollision proess, the numerial predition requires detailed in-formation about model parameters of the partile{wall ollision model for the spei� materialombination. In order to determine the details of the impat of small PF partiles with steel orerami wall material we have investigated the ollision proess experimentally.A speial partile{wall impat test faility has been onstruted whih uses an injetor forpartile aeleration and allows the investigation of PF partile impingement on a target materialby use of inert gases like e.g. CO2 or N2 for partile pneumati transport inside the test rig inorder to avoid dust explosion hazards. Several ombinations of partile and wall materials,partile ollision veloities under di�erent impat angles has been investigated. The data wereompared to those obtained for the impat of glass spheres, where existing bouning models areproofed to be valid.Seondly erosion rates were obtained as a funtion of partile impat angle and veloity forthe material ombination of PF and pulverized fuel ash (PFA) with a steel target. The erosionrate depends on the energy exhange between the erodent partile and the impated materialsurfae whih an be haraterized by restitution oeÆients. However it was already found byGrant et al. (1975) that the restitution ratio v2=v1 does not give suÆient information in regardto erosion. Therefore the restitution ratio was broken down into a normal veloity restitutionratio vN2=vN1 and a tangential veloity restitution ratio vT2=vT1. Their results show that thenormal omponent of veloity does not ontribute signi�antly to dutile erosion. As a result ofthe experimental investigations the erosion rate has been expressed in terms of the restitutionparameters. These data give the foundation for the numerial predition of partile erosion indevies of omplex geometry like e.g. in the investigated "ri�e" type bifurators.Finally the results of experimental investigations of partile{wall ollision and partile erosionproesses has been inorporated into a 3{dimensional omputational model (MISTRAL/PartFlow{3D) developed by Frank et al. The numerial model is based on the Eulerian{Lagrangianapproah. After the ow �eld is obtained from the �nite volume disretization ow model (olo-ated variable arrangement, SIMPLE kind, multigrid), a large number of partile trajetoriesare omputed using a 3{dimensional Lagrangian approah. Based on predited partile impinge-ments, erosion rates together with other details of the gas{partile ow an be obtained fromnumerial simulations. Due to the large numerial e�ort of those 3{dimensional gas{partileow alulations a fully parallelized version of the numerial approah has been developed. Nu-merial preditions has been arried out on a parallel workstation luster with 12 AMD{Athlonproessors.The omputational model has been applied to the PF ow through the "ri�e" type bifura-tor. A numerial mesh for the omplex geometry of the bifurator inluding the interior �ttingsand guiding vanes has been onstruted using ICEM/CFD{Hexa. The �nal numerial meshonsists of about 4 million grid ells. Erosion patterns are predited for the rope splitting ri�esand guiding vanes of the bifurator for a number of di�erent ow onditions. The inuene ofdi�erent partile roping patterns on the erosional wear to di�erent parts of the bifurator hasbeen investigated numerially.


